Basic Detail Report

Endeavor

Date
2004

Primary Maker
Lino Tagliapietra

Medium
Glass, Steel Cable

Description
Red, pink, orange, yellow, gold, tan, brown, green, yellow-green, blue-green, blue, turquoise, black, and colorless glass; blown, hot-worked and battuto cut. Large installation composed of 18 elongated boat forms (canoa) that are suspended in the air by steel cables. Some of the objects are fused and blown murrine, others have filigrana cane decoration. The configuration of the boat forms may vary. a) hazy colorless, shiny interior, ground exterior; b) colorless, orange-brown and blue strips, ground “tortoise shell” pattern on exterior; c) orange interior with black stripes, exterior cut with “tortoise shell” pattern; d) colorless and black and orange lines, exterior ground parallel lines across body; e) yellow tint with black bands, ground parallel across body; f) colorless, orange and red strips, ground “tortoise shell” pattern on outside surface; g) colorless with alternating bands of colorless, yellow, white and brown; ground parallel bands across body; h) colorless, light and dark blue, ground pattern over entire exterior surface; i) colorless, yellow and black fine lines, ground "tortoise shell" pattern on exterior; j) colorless, light green and blue stripes, ground in "tortoise shell" on exterior; k) amber cased in colorless, exterior ground with parallel pattern running across body; l) multi-colored bands in green and purple, cut across body, parallel bands; m) colorless, green and black strips along body, cut with parallel lines across body; n) cased colorless, light and dark pine lines, ground patterning on exterior; o) colorless and light blue with brown strips, cut in "tortoise shell" pattern on exterior to deep blue areas; p) colorless, orange and light blue stripes, ground and cut with parallel lines diagonally across body; q) colorless (cased), light green, yellow and brown strips, exterior ground half "tortoise shell" and half parallel lines across body; r) deep orange and red strips, cut with "tortoise shell" pattern on outside.

Dimensions
(a) Longest Boat W: 166.3 cm

Credit Line

Object number
2005.4.170